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\<Iith reference to your notice of the 11th June concerning the

statements on free speech in theUniverei ty, I vwuld like to make some
brief comments on the three relevant paragraphs. These cornmentsare
not all original as some .of them have arisen from discussions arid comments
made by other people, butI hope they will be of someuse.

( b)

1 would like tb comfuent on. pgragraIll 3 as fdllows:

(a) It h08 been pointed out that the use of the word
'communicate' implies that a person has a right not only
to eXpress his views and knowledge but alE.;o .0. right to
an audience when expressing these views and knowledge.
I strongly support the right of anyone to state his views
and knowledge however repugnant or undesirable they may
seem to others. I do not support the right of anyone to
have an audience. Everyone has the right not to have to
listen to, or be present at an occasion when, such views
or knowledge are being stated. I would recommend the
replacement of the word 'communicate' by either 'air' or
'state'.

It does not seem to me to be possible to define
'conventions' regulating interruptions, questions and
heckling. 'rhe use of the word 'accepted' indicates that
the Committee feels that it is possible to define the
conventions. It is also not clear to me that the 'conven-
tions' should differ for different kinds of meetings as
imIJlied here. Apart from these points I am in general
agreement with this paragraph.

(c) Again an obvious problem of defiJ;dtion arises here.
It does not seem possible to me to define how the extent
of 'moral justification' can be determined. Finally, I
think it very important that the last ph~ase of the para-
graph be generally knmVl1.and accepted, i,e. that' such
justification will not prevent the action from being an
offence' .
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